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We are now ready to resubmit our version of the manuscript ’Competing roles of rising
CO2 and climate change in the contemporary European carbon balance’, which has
benefited by consideration of the reviewer’s comments we received. The manuscript
has been much improved, and we thank the reviewers for their thoughtful comments.
To receive 4 such positive reviews was very encouraging. We have also received
considerable help with both the paper revisions and extra analysis and also in some
new simulations from John Hughes, and so his name has been added to the author
list.

Our responses to your comments are as described below (reviewer’s comments in
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italics). The changes are often very minor, but where we have made a significant
change we have described what we have added.

The authors well refer the relevant studies, to give the background of their study and
to discuss their results. But the paper would need to present the results in more quan-
titative way. For example, the regions could be subdivided by major ecosystem types,
such as, south Europe (Mediterranean ecosystem), and then the statistical differences
of regional responses to climate and raising CO2 might be shown clearly and discussed
more quantitatively

We have added a figure to show the dominant plant functional types over the domain,
and included some analysis and discussion on how the biome type affects the carbon
fluxes and storage

Overall, this paper presents some potentially interesting findings, but the paper mightbe
improved with more statistical analysis. Otherwise the impact of this work will be very
limited.

Specific comments: - In Figure 1, ‘1980-2000’ of the caption should be ‘1980-2005’. To
compare with the following results and discussions, it would be helpful if annual ‘total’
European NEP [TgC/year] is presented, not annual "mean" NEP [gC/m/day].

Done

- Page 2390 Line 10-13: In Figure 1, ‘Climate and CO2’ simulation result shows the
positive NEP, net uptake by the biosphere, for most of times, even for 2003. It seems
that JULES does not respond so strongly to the extreme climate event of 2003. Vetter
et al. (2007) analysis has been focussed on the growing season effect alone, but I
was wondering whether the annual JULES-NEP for 2003 is consistent with the results
presented in Vetter et al. (2007). The relationship the statement about the extreme hot
summer 2003 in the text and the result presented in Figure 1 is not clear.

The 2003 anomaly was centred over Western Europe (as discussed in some detail in
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Vetter et al), and to some extent was countered by an opposite anomaly in the East,
leading to a smaller signal at a Europe-wide level. The Vetter et al paper also discusses
that JULES is less sensitive to the anomaly than other models. Why this is remains
unknown, but is actively being researched. This is now explained.

- Page 2391 Line 1-5: Are the carbon fluxes of 75 [TgC/year] for West Europe and
15 [Tg C/year] for East Europe averaged values over 1980-2005? It needs to explain
how to take statistics and it would better to give standard deviations of these averages,
instead of giving ‘approximate’ values.

Done

- In Figure 3, it is not easy to distinguish the differences of seasonal fluxes between
80s, 90s and 00s. This figure needs to emphasize the decadal change in seasonal
biospheric fluxes. Also the unit of the plots should be added. Since the annual NEP
varies largely from year to year (Fig. 1), the seasonal biospheric fluxes may also have
large inter-annual variability. So I wonder how significant the decadal changes in the
seasonal bisopheric fluxes are.

The 2003 anomaly was centred over Western Europe (as discussed in some detail in
Vetter et al), and to some extent was countered by an opposite anomaly in the East,
leading to a smaller signal at a Europe-wide level. The Vetter et al paper also discusses
that JULES is less sensitive to the anomaly than other models. Why this is remains
unknown, but is actively being researched. This is now explained.

- Page 2391 Line 14: ‘An earlier autumn’ should be given some explanation and refer-
ences to support.

Done. This is now expressed more clearly.

- Page 2391 Line 19-20: The authors mention the limitation of the phenology of JULES.
How does JULES calculate the phenology?

This is now explained in more detail in the extended model description section.
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- Page 2392 Line 26-29: The authors conclude here that ‘in the absence of any other
factors than changing climate European land surface would be a source of about
174 TgC/year,... European carbon sink would be stronger in the absence of climate
change’. This paragraph is confusing. I suggest this should be stated after Figure 4 is
presented, or the average NEP should be plotted in Fig. 1, and explained earlier in this
section. Otherwise, readers might wonder where this number comes from. And does
‘the absence of climate change’ mean ‘only CO2 fertilization effect’? At this point, how
can the authors draw this conclusion? The results with the CO2 effect is presented and
discussed in the next section.

OK. The text here has been clarified.

Interactive comment on Biogeosciences Discuss., 4, 2385, 2007.
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